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Abstract

Cap-and-trade programs expose firms to considerable risks due to the often politically

induced permit price variability. We develop an intertemporal equilibrium model to ana-

lyze the implications of risk aversion by regulated firms. We show that the resulting risk

premium significantly shapes the permit price path. The size of the premium depends on

the endogenously time-varying hedging demand for and availability of permits. We apply

the model to the European Union’s Emission Trading System and offer an explanation

for the price hike after the recent reform. Shifting permits to the future, as with the

introduced Market Stability Reserve, increases the hedging value of permits. Yet, this

comes with a lower growth rate and thus the price increase may not be sustainable. The

hedging demand also implies that firms want to bank more permits. Therefore, we find

a stronger impact of the Market Stability Reserve, e.g. in terms of permit cancellations,

than previous analyses suggest.
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1. Introduction

According to standard theory, cap-and-trade programs lead to a cost-effective achieve-

ment of a given emission cap. Permit trading between regulated firms implies static effi-

ciency (Montgomery 1972) and the possibility to bank permits implies dynamic efficiency

(Cronshaw and Kruse 1996; Rubin 1996). The latter further entails that the permit price

should rise at the discount rate due to intertemporal arbitrage. Yet, real world programs

such as the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) substantially deviate

from the price paths suggested by theory: the EU ETS price fell from 30 EUR/t in mid

2008 to about 5 EUR/t until mid 2017 and has risen since then to about 25 EUR/t until

mid 2019.

Several reasons have been put forth for the price drop after 2008 (Koch et al. 2014;

Ellerman et al. 2016; Fuss et al. 2018): the financial crisis and corresponding lower eco-

nomic growth rates (reduced baseline emissions), companion policies (e.g. faster expansion

of emission-free renewable energies) and the use of international offset credits as part of

the Kyoto Protocol led to lower abatement costs within the EU ETS. Empirical papers

only explain a relative small part of the price movements indicating that other reasons

affect prices as well (see Hintermann et al. 2016 and Friedrich et al. 2018 for literature

reviews). A related view is thus that market and regulatory failures distort the EU ETS,

leading to inefficiently low prices. The literature points to myopia, regulatory uncertainty

and excessive discounting as potential distortions for intertemporal efficiency (see Fuss

et al. (2018) for an overview).

In this paper, we take a similar view and focus on the potential distortions from hedg-

ing by risk averse firms when markets for risk are incomplete. Specifically, we consider

the case in which firms bank permits to reduce their profit risk exposure (i.e. hedging).

We show that such hedging with permits can have strong effects on the permit price path

since prices incorporate an additional hedging value. Based on this we analyze the recent

reform of the EU ETS, namely the introduction of the Market Stability Reserve (MSR).

The MSR was implemented because according to the EU, the high “supply-demand im-

balance” leads to a surplus (i.e. large permit bank) that destabilizes the market (European
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Parliament and Council 2015). Hence if the bank is not within the “hedging corridor”

(Neuhoff et al. 2012), the argument goes, price signals are distorted. As response the

MSR reduces the permit bank by issuing less permits, that go into the reserve instead,

if the bank exceeds the hedging corridor. If the bank is below the corridor, permits are

released from the reserve again. While the original MSR was designed to be cap-neutral,

the reformed MSR may reduce the cap through cancellation of permits (European Par-

liament and Council 2018). With these measures the EU aims for higher permit prices,

lower price variability and more low carbon investments (European Commission 2014;

European Parliament and Council 2018). We analyze how the shifting of permits to the

future (original MSR) and the additional cancellation of permits (new MSR) contribute

to these targets when firms want to hedge profits.

But why do firms hedge their profits to begin with? While there is no need for hedging

when markets are complete1, the corporate hedging literature provides a list of exceptions.

For example, market imperfections arising from costs associated with financial distress,

principal-agent incentive problems or progressive tax rates.2 Here, the Modigliani-Miller

theorem does not hold, and thus firm value may increase due to hedging (Bessembinder

1991; Froot et al. 1993). For the EU ETS, a survey among market participants suggests

that hedging is indeed the most important motive for trading (KfW and ZEW 2016)

and interviews conducted by Schopp and Neuhoff (2013) find that electricity producers

hold permits for hedging profits several years ahead. Hintermann (2012) derives and

estimates an options pricing formula for EU ETS permits and finds empirically that

permits have a hedging value. The inability of the regulator to commit to a long-term

cap, frequent policy interventions and the resulting large uncertainty about the future

price development (Koch et al. 2016) may give even stronger hedging incentives compared

to other commodity markets.

While the hedging demand for permits may be innocuous if markets for risk are

1With complete markets firms should behave risk neutral since risk is borne by shareholders who
diversify their income streams to reduce risks (Diamond 1967).

2For example, Cronqvist et al. (2012) and Cain and McKeon (2016) show that the risk-taking decisions
of firms are affected by managers risk preferences.
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complete, we argue that they are not complete in realty. According to Staum (2007)

incompleteness arises because of (1) missing markets due to a lack of securities that

span all risks that firms want to hedge, (2) market frictions (e.g. capital constraints)

and (3) ambiguity (unknown stochastic model). Our work is motivated by the first two

reasons, see Quemin (2017) for an analysis of ambiguity aversion in a cap-and-trade

program. While permits in the EU ETS are certainly a frequently traded asset, a liquid

derivative market is available at most for the next six years. Furthermore, capital market

frictions may restrict the risk-taking capacity of financial traders, who typically are the

counterparts of producers, leading to “limits to arbitrage” (Shleifer and Vishny 1997).

Consequently, producers also face limits to hedging (Acharya et al. 2013). Put differently,

since speculators cannot absorb the whole risk, a risk premium remains which has to be

paid by producers who want to offload their risk. In cap-and-trade markets as the EU

ETS this problem is amplified because of the large regulatory risks. Such risks are by their

very nature difficult to assess, which arguably increases the required compensations (risk

premiums) by financial counter parties. Several papers find empirical evidence for such

risk premiums in different commodity markets (e.g. Acharya et al. 2013; Bessembinder and

Lemmon 2002; Hamilton and Wu 2014) and in particular also in the EU ETS (Chevallier

2010; Pinho and Madaleno 2011; Chevallier 2013; Kamga and Schlepper 2015; Trück and

Weron 2016).

Against that background, we develop a stochastic intertemporal model where het-

erogeneous firms, regulated by a cap-and-trade program, produce a homogeneous good

(electricity) using either a relative clean (gas) or dirty (coal) technology. They have to

invest in capacity in order to produce the good, which happens with a time lag. We

show that such capacity constraints amplify the impact of hedging since they increase

the permit price variability. Our setup is motivated electricity markets that are typically

covered by existing cap-and-trade programs as in the EU ETS. We model uncertainty as

the regulator’s inability to commit to the cap. Specifically, the regulator may adapt its

future supply of permits in each period.

The permit price in our model has an endogenous risk premium component, which
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is a function of the hedging demand for permits, the permit price variability and the

permit bank. This gives rise to a distinct temporal permit price profile: Initially, the

dominating hedging demand of dirty coal firms creates a negative risk premium such that

the expected price may not grow or even fall. Over time, the market becomes cleaner,

implying a declining hedging demand of dirty firms and, in addition, firms build up a

permit bank which reduces risks. In consequence, the (negative) risk premium declines

and may turn positive. Yet, the price path strongly depends on the permits available for

hedging purpose, which in turn depends on the time plan (schedule) of issuing permits

by the regulator. In our simulation of the EU ETS we find a declining price in early years

especially if the impact of the MSR is considered, resulting in a U-shaped price path.

Therefore, the recently observed price hike in the EU ETS may not be sustainable.

The permit schedule has also been analyzed in the context of the original MSR without

cancellation of permits. A main result of these studies, which stands in contrast to our

findings, is that the temporal issuance is irrelevant as long as the overall cap remains

unchanged and banking and borrowing constraints do not bind (e.g. Salant 2016). Perino

and Willner (2016) accordingly find that a cap-neutral MSR only lifts the (short-term)

permit price if the borrowing constraint binds earlier due to the MSR. Since long-term

prices are lower they also conclude that low carbon investments with long lead time may

decline (see also Perino and Willner 2017b). We find that investments into relative clean

gas capacities are hardly affected and investments in coal capacity significantly decline in

the short-term and are higher in the long-term because of the MSR. This can be traced

back to worse hedging conditions for dirty capacities in early years and price level effects

related to the risk premium.

Moreover, Perino and Willner (2016), Kollenberg and Taschini (2019) and Richstein

et al. (2015) find that the MSR increase price variability, though Fell (2016) and Quemin

and Trotignon (2019) find the opposite. Kollenberg and Taschini (2019) go a step further

and relate the price variability positively to the risk premium for banking permits. In

consequence, the MSR may even lead to lower prices in the short-term since firms want to

use more permits early on due to the higher discount rate. Our approach differs from this
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work by deriving an endogenous (time-dependent) risk premium rather than assuming

a positive relationship between price variability and risk premium. In doing so, we find

different results: even the cap-neutral MSR significantly rises short-term prices because

the hedging value of permits increases. This is because the risk premium becomes smaller

(or more negative) reflecting that firms require a lower return for holding permits due to

the hedging value. Hedging in the context of the EU ETS and MSR is also analyzed by

Schopp and Neuhoff (2013) and Schopp et al. (2015). Their approach has been criticized

for not explicitly accounting for risk and inconsistent price jumps (Salant 2016). We

overcome these drawbacks by explicitly including regulatory risk and risk aversion.

Several papers3 analyze the new MSR including the cancellation of permits. However,

all except Quemin and Trotignon (2019) assume given discount rates and neglect the

impact of uncertainty. Quemin and Trotignon (2019) analyze the impact of myopia

and limited sophistication of firms in understanding the impacts of the MSR. They find

that the MSR is never cap-neutral, even without cancellations. While myopia in a sense

increases the applied discount rate, the hedging demand in our model may also reduce the

discount rate. Indeed, we find that risk premiums are always negative in our simulation

of the EU ETS. Therefore, we also find a relative higher number of MSR cancellations

compared to other papers because with lower discount rates the permit bank and this

influx into the MSR is larger in early years.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: After presenting the general

model setup in section 2.1 we derive formal results in a simplified two-period version of

the model in section 2.2, while we focus on a cap-neutral stylized shift of permits to the

future. In section 3, the model is numerically applied to the EU ETS for multiple periods,

while we explicitly take the original and new MSR mechanic into account. Finally, we

discuss the results and conclude in section 4.

3Beck and Kruse-Andersen (2018), Bocklet et al. (2019), Bruninx et al. (2018), Carlén et al. (2019),
Quemin and Trotignon (2019), Perino and Willner (2017a), Rosendahl (2019) and Silbye and Sørensen
(2018)
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2. The Model

We assume heterogeneous (dirty and clean) firms competing in a goods market, which

is regulated by a cap-and-trade program. Since the regulator cannot fully commit to

future targets, the amount of permits issued in the future is uncertain and therefore also

the firms’ profits. This creates a demand for hedging profits when firms are risk averse.

The model is described in detail in the following.

2.1. General Model Setup

We consider I competitive firms, indexed i, that produce a homogeneous and non-

storable good (best thought of as electricity) xit at T dates, indexed by t. Demand is

given by D (wt) with price wt for which holds D′ < 0. The equilibrium condition

∑I

i
xit = D (wt) . (2.1)

is always fulfilled. Firms are heterogeneous with respect to the production technology

which implies a different hedging demand for permits as we see below. The production

costs, given by the function CXi (xit) with C
′
Xi > 0, therefore varies between the firms. In

order to produce xit units, firms also need at least kit units of capacity, for which capacity

costs are given by CKi (kit) with C ′Ki > 0. Defining ζit ≡ xit
kit

as the utilization rate of the

capacity, production is thus constrained by

1 ≥ ζit ≥ 0. (2.2)

While the utilization rates can be immediately adjusted within a date, investment

decisions in capacity (e.g. coal or gas plants), IKit ≥ 0, are adding to the existing

capacity stock with a lag of one period,

kit = (1− δ) kit−1 + IKit−1 (2.3)

where δ is a depreciation rate.

Moreover, the production of each unit of xit causes φi units of emission. Due to the use

of different technologies, emission factors φi also vary between firms. This is important
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for our analysis, because permit supply uncertainty affects dirty (coal) firms (high φi)

differently than (relative) clean (gas) firms (low φi), which has significant implications for

the hedging behavior and its consequences as shown below. Overall emissions are capped

since the goods market is regulated by a cap-and-trade program at all dates. Compliance

requires that at the end of each date, firms need as least as many permits yit as emissions

xitφi. At the beginning of each period t , the number of St permits are auctioned4 by a

regulator at price pt such that in equilibrium it holds that

St =
∑I

i
yit. (2.4)

The regulator also announces the permit supply for all future periods τ , Sτ ∀ τ > t

at the beginning of each period. However, as mentioned we assume that the regulator is

unable to commit to her announcement such that the actual supply may deviate while

uncertainty resolves at the beginning of each date. At the beginning of any period t,

total permits (in addition to already issued permits) expected to be auctioned in this and

future periods are:

Et
[
S̄
]

= St +
∑T

τ>t
E [Sτ ] (2.5)

Since in this and the following section we are interested in the effects of the (expected)

temporal permit issuance for a given (expected) amount of permits, we define a cap-

neutral temporal reallocation as

∆E1
[
S̄
]

= ∆S1 +
∑T

τ>1 ∆E [Sτ ] = 0. (2.6)

That is, any change in permit supply in any period is fully compensated by the

(announced) supply in other periods such that the total expected cap is always the

4Throughout the paper we assume that the initial allocation of permits is through auctioning, i.e.
there is no free allocation. While the allocation method affects results if firms are risk averse (Baldursson
and von der Fehr (2004; 2012)), we leave this out for future research and concentrate on auctioning. In
this paper we focus on the EU ETS and in particular on the electricity sector therein, where in principle
all permits are auctioned (European Parliament and Council 2018).
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same from the perspective of date 1. This corresponds to the original cap-neutral MSR

(cancellation is introduced in section 3).

If firms hold more permits than needed, additional permits can be transferred to the

next date (banking), while borrowing from the future is not allowed,

bit = bit−1 + yit − kitζitφi (2.7)

bit ≥ 0. (2.8)

with bit as the banked permits at the end of date t. Besides investing in capacity, kit,

and permit, bit, stocks, firms also hold a risk-free asset stock lit, providing a save return r.

The latter serves as alternative investment opportunity, allowing for a risk-free allocation

of wealth over time. Denoting investments in the risk free asset as ILit, the risk free asset

stock is

lit = (1 + r) lit−1 + ILit. (2.9)

Given this setup the firms’ profits at date t are

πit = wtkitζit − CXt (kitζit)− CKt (kit)− ptyit − ILit. (2.10)

where the first term is the revenues of selling the good, the second and the third terms

are costs for producing and for plant capacities5 and the forth and fifth terms are costs

(> 0) or revenues (< 0) for trading permits and the risk-free asset.

We assume that firms have concave preferences about their profits that can be de-

scribed by a von Neumann–Morgenstern utility function Uit (πit) with U
′
it > 0 and U ′′it < 0.

This reflects market imperfections as for example, costs associated with financial distress

or principal agent issues that result in higher utility from a more stable profit, which let

5Note that we assume for simplicity that there are no costs for investing in plant capacity IKit but
only capacity costs. That is investment costs are implicitly allocated to the capacity costs.
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firms behave risk averse. The problem of the firms is

maxζit,yit,IKit,ILit
∑T

t=1
1

(1 + r)t−1E [Uit (πit)] (2.11)

subject to

1 ≥ ζit ≥ 0 IKit ≥ 0 bit ≥ 0

kit = (1− δ) kit−1 + IKit−1 (2.12)

bit = bit−1 + yit − kitζitφi

lit = (1 + r) lit−1 + ILit

For the analysis below it is convenient to rewrite the profit by using the intertemporal

banking condition (2.7),

πit = πplantit + pt (bit−1 − bit)− ILit (2.13)

with πplantit = wtkitζit − CXt (kitζit) − CKt (kit) − ptkitζitφi. Hence we decompose the

profit (or losses) into plant profits, πplantit , profits made from holding excess permits,

pt (bit−1 − bit) and profits due to the risk-free asset, ILit.

2.2. Two-Period Model

In order to derive analytical results we solve the model for two periods, t = 1, 2 in this

section. In addition, we make the following assumptions: the goods demand is linear,

D (wt) = A−awt. There are only two firms, i = c, d a clean and a dirty firm with φd > φc

and the production and capacity cost functions are given by CXt (xit) = βi
2 (ζitki,t)2 and

CKt (kit) = ciki,t, respectively. The firms’ costs functions are again motivated by the

electricity sector in which capacity costs typically exhibit constant marginal costs per unit

of capacity and marginal costs increase with production. Moreover, to arrive at closed-

form results we assume a quadratic utility function in some cases, Uit (πit) = πit−π2
it. For

the numerical application to the EU ETS in section 3, we extend the model to multiple

periods and show that the results also hold for utility exhibiting constant relative risk
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aversion.

2.2.1. Date 2 Equilibrium

We solve the model backwards and start at date 2. Note that all derivations can be

found in Appendix A.

At date 2, there are no further investments in capacity kit and all available permits

are used or sold (assuming a strictly positive permit price p2) and, similar, the stock of

the risk-free asset is depleted, implying bi,2 = li,2 = 0. Uncertainty has resolved and the

firms’ problem is thus to maximize Ui,2 (πi,2) over ζi,2 and yi,2 subject to the constraints

in (2.12). Taking the first order conditions (see Appendix A.1), the utilization rate and

the permits purchases or sales can be written as

ζi,2 = w2 − p2φi
βiki,2

− µi,2
U
′
i,2βik

2
i,2

(2.14)

yi,2 = φi

(
w2 − p2φi

βi
− µi,2
U
′
i,2βiki,2

)
− bi,1 (2.15)

where µi,2 is the shadow value of the capacity constraint which is positive if the

capacity is fully utilized, ζi,2 = 1, and zero otherwise:

µi,2 =


U
′
i,2

(
ki,2w2 − βik2

i,2 − p2φiki,2
)

if ζi,2 = 1

0 if 1 ≥ ζi,2 ≥ 0
. (2.16)

It indicates scarcity of capacity kit, which cannot be increased within a date due to

the time lag for investments. For (2.15) we assume that the cap is always binding and

therefore there is always a positive permit price p2. Note that risk aversion, reflected by

the marginal utility U ′i,2, has no effect at date 2 (in (2.14) either µi,2 = 0 or U ′i,2 cancels

out due to (2.16)). It only adjusts the shadow value of the capacity which, however,

triggers no changes in the firm behavior because they cannot change their capacity level.

By making use of the equilibrium condition of the goods market, ∑I
i ki,2ζi,2 = D2 =

A− aw2, the goods price reads:
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w2 = 1
(βd + βc + βcβda)

(
Aβcβd + p2 (βdφc + βcφd) + βd

µc,2
U
′
c,2kc,2

+ βc
µd,2

U
′
d,2kd,2

)
. (2.17)

Similarly, the permit price can be derived from using (2.15) in the permit equilibrium

condition, St = ∑I
i yit, and by additionally considering (2.17) we get:

p2 = A (βdφc + βcφd)− (βd + βc + βcβda) (bc,1 + bd,1 + S2)
(φc − φd)2 + a (βcφ2

d + βdφ2
c)

(2.18)

+
µc,2

U
′
c,2kc,2

(φd − φc (1 + βda)) + µd,2
U
′
d,2kd,2

(φc − φd (1 + βca))

(φc − φd)2 + a (βcφ2
d + βdφ2

c)
.

Intuitively, the goods price is a positive function of demand, reflected by A (the

intercept of the demand function), and the permit price p2. Shocks on the permit price

are thus transferred to the consumers via the goods price. The only source of uncertainty

(form the perspective of date 1) is the supply of permits at date 2 S2. Ignoring the

capacity constraints (reflected by the last two terms in (2.17) and (2.18)), a positive

shock on S2 (less ambitious policy) leads to a lower permit price and vice versa as can

directly be seen from (2.18). Concerning the utilization rates, permit price shocks have

the following effects.

Lemma 1. If the capacity constraints do not bind, µi,2 = 0, a positive permit price shock

leads to (1) a higher capacity utilization by the clean firm, dζc,2
dS2

> 0, if φd > φc (1 + βda)

holds and (2) a lower capacity utilization by the dirty firm, dζd,2
dS2

< 0. For a negative

permit price shock, the contrary holds.

While the dirty firm always produces more if there are more permits and vice versa,

for the clean firm it depends on parameters. Specifically, the condition φd > φc (1 + βda)

implies that if the demand reaction to price changes in the goods market is strong enough,

reflected by a high a, or the clean firm is not clean enough (i.e. φc is too large), it

produces more if the permit price is low like the dirty firm. However, we consider the

case in which φd > φc (1 + βda) holds and thus the clean firm increases production as
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soon as the permit price increases. In electricity markets, for example, there is a fuel

switch: a higher permit price leads to less coal (dirty) and more gas (clean) production.

Note that for lemma 1 we also assume that the capacity constraints do not bind. Of

course, if the capacity constraints bind, firms cannot increase their production after the

shock. However, typically capacity constraints do not bind in expectation. Power plants,

for example, are not always fully utilized because demand varies on a short time scale

such that most of the time large parts of the capacity is not (fully) utilized. Hence the

utilization rate in our model should be interpreted as a long-term (e.g. annual) utilization

rate.

For the analysis of hedging with permits the relationship between plant profits and

permit price is important.

Lemma 2. If the capacity constraints do not bind, µi,2 = 0, a positive permit price

shock leads to (1) higher plant profits for the clean firm and thus Cov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
> 0, if

condition φd > φc (1 + βda) holds and (2) lower plant profits for the dirty firm and thus

Cov
[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
< 0. For a negative shock, the contrary holds.

If condition φd > φc (1 + βda) is fulfilled, and thus the clean firm increases its pro-

duction level after a positive permit price shock, it also gains higher plant profits. The

dirty firm produces less (lemma 1) and has higher costs and therefore, it always loses

from higher ETS prices. While we ignore capacity constraints for lemma 1 and lemma 2

because they do not change the nature of the results, they have an important impact on

the price variability.

Lemma 3. If production is constrained by capacity, price variability is higher.

Intuitively, a higher price variability also increases the profit variability and therefore

capacity constraints amplify the effect of hedging. The intuition of lemma 3 is that

capacities partly lock-in the production levels. This implies that firms have less flexibility

to react to shocks. For instance, after a negative permit supply shock, the production

of the clean firm increases less if capacity constraints bind. In order to comply with the

cap, the permit price thus must rise to a higher level than without capacity constraints,
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because abatement is achieved with more expansive technologies (i.e. via a lower goods

demand in our model).

2.2.2. Date 1 Equilibrium

At date 1, firms have to make decisions under uncertainty of the permit supply.

Uncertainty in the permit supply also creates uncertainty of the permit and goods prices

and therefore utilization rates are also uncertain. Firms maximize utility in (2.11) for

T = 2 and subject to (2.12). Due to the time lag for investments in capacity, we further

assume for simplicity that there are sufficient initial capacities ki,1 such that the capacity

constraints do not bind at date 1.

Note that for a risk neutral firm that maximizes expected profits the optimality con-

ditions are the same as in the risk averse case but with constant marginal utility, i.e.

U
′
i,1 = E

[
U
′
i,2

]
= 1. The risk neutral case only serves as a benchmark to analyze the

effects of market imperfections due to risk aversion and incomplete markets for risks.

While the capacity utilization rate ζi,1 and the permits trades yi,1 must fulfill the

same condition as at date 2, firms additionally decide about the optimal permit bank

level bi,1, capacity level for date 2 ki,2 and the amount invested in the risk-free asset li,1

(see Appendix A.1 for first order conditions). First, we analyze how firms hedge with

banking permits while we ignore capacity effects. Second, we show the impact of hedging

on the (expected) price levels and dynamics again without capacity effects. Thereafter,

we discuss the capacity effects.

Banking and Hedging . In contrast to date 2, firms also decide about their bank level

with their permit purchases. The number of permits they buy is equal to their date 1

emissions plus the desired bank at the end of date 1:

yi,1 = φiζi,1ki,1 + bi,1 (2.19)

where the banking demand can be written as follows:

bi,1 = E [p2]− p1 (1 + r)
λiV ar [p2] −

Cov
[
πplanti,2 , p2

]
V ar [p2] − (1 + r)ϕi,1

U
′
i,1V ar [p2] (2.20)
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for which we assume quadratic utility and with λi = −U
′′
i,1

U
′
i,1

as the coefficient for absolute

risk aversion. The third term on the right-hand side in (2.20) includes the shadow price of

the borrowing constraint ϕi,1 (due to inequality (2.8)), which is positive if firms want to

borrow but cannot and zero otherwise. The first term reflects the intertemporal arbitrage

or speculation motive. If the expected discounted price exceeds today’s price E [p2] −

p1 (1 + r) > 0, firms want hold a positive bank for pure speculation reasons and vice

versa. The second term is the hedging demand, determined by the covariance of plant

profits with the date 2 permit price. It reflects the (positive or negative) amount of

permits that firms want to bank in order to reduce their risk exposure. For this hedging

demand we have the following proposition.

Proposition 1. For pure hedging purpose, the dirty firm wants to hold a positive amount

of permits bd,1 > 0 (banking) and the clean firm a negative amount, bc,1 < 0 (borrowing).

Since borrowing is not allowed, the clean firm holds no permits, bc,1 = 0, or a positive

amount of permits if E [p2]− p1 (1 + r) > λiCov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
.

Intuitively, dirty firms want to hold a long position in the permit market (i.e. banking)

because they are short with respect to the permit price in the goods market and for clean

firms the contrary holds (see lemma 2). This is reflected by the hedging demand, the

second term in equation (2.20), which is positive for dirty firms because Cov
[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
<

0 and negative for clean firms because Cov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
> 0. However, since we assume

that borrowing is not allowed, clean firms cannot hedge their goods market profits by

trading permits. Only when the speculative demand exceeds the hedging demand, i.e. if

E [p2]− p1 (1 + r) > λiCov
[
πplanti,2 , p2

]
, clean firms also bank because the expected profit

for banking compensates for the higher risk exposure due to banking.

Note that in the risk neutral model the individual bank volume is undetermined since

only the total bank of all firms is relevant. In this case the incentives to bank are for all

firms identical since they have no specific hedging demand and the speculation demand

is the same for all firms due to constant marginal utility.
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Price Effects. In this section, we analyze how hedging affects permit prices. The price

dynamics can be decomposed into three parts,

E [p2]− p1

p1
= r + (1 + r)ϕi,1

p1E
[
U
′
i,2

] + q1. (2.21)

The first term is the risk-free rate r, which reflects the opportunity to invest in the

alternative asset li,1. The second term is only present if the borrowing constraint binds.

In this case, the shadow price is positive ϕi,1 > 0, and therefore (while ignoring q1) the

growth rate is lower than the interest rate r. This is a standard result in the deterministic

or risk neutral case (Rubin 1996; Schennach 2000; Fell 2016). The third term q1 is the

risk premium at date t = 1 which emerges endogenously due to the hedging demand of

the firms. With a general utility function it is q1 = −
Cov

[
U
′
i,2,p2

]
E[U ′i,2]p1

and thus it depends on

the risk preferences of the firms, reflected by the marginal utility U ′i,t and the relation-

ship of the firm’s marginal utility to the permit price, reflected by the covariance term.

Assuming quadratic utility and considering the permit market clearing in equation (2.4),

the equilibrium risk premium can be expressed as follows,

q1 = Λ
p1

(
Cov

[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
+ Cov

[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
+ V ar [p2]B1

)
(2.22)

where B1 = bd,1 + bc,1 is the total bank and Λ is a parameter that reflects the risk-taking

capacity of the market. The risk-taking capacity if both firms bank is Λ =
(
λ−1
d + λ−1

c

)−1

and if only one firm banks it is Λ = λi (recall that λi is the coefficient of absolute risk

aversion). In case of risk neutrality the risk premium disappears, Λ = 0. Besides the

risk-taking capacity of the market, equation (2.22) further shows that the risk premium

is a function of the total bank B1, permit price variability, V ar [p2], and the hedging

demand of the firms, given by the covariance terms. The price variability has a positive

effect on the risk premium because it increases the risk of permit banking and thus

firms require a higher return for banking. Similarly, a higher overall bank in isolation

increases the volume of risky permits for which firms require a larger risk premium. The

hedging demand, in contrast, may have a positive or negative effect on the risk premium.
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Clean firm’s hedging demand increases and dirty firm’s hedging demand decreases the

risk premium, since Cov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
> 0 and Cov

[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
< 0 (see lemma 2).

However, recall that the clean firm only banks if the risk premium is positive (cp.

proposition 1) and thus the sign of the risk premium only depends on the strength of dirty

firm’s hedging demand and the risk of banking permits
∣∣∣Cov [πplantd,2 , p2

]∣∣∣ S V ar [p2] bd,1.

If the former exceeds the latter, the risk premium is negative. This is because banking

has the additional benefit of a lower risk exposure for dirty firms in this case. Therefore,

they are willing to accept a lower return for banking permits (potentially even a negative

one). In turn, if the permit price variability and the banked volume is too high such that∣∣∣Cov [πplantd,2 , p2
]∣∣∣ < V ar [p2] bd,1 holds, the risk premium is positive and also the dirty firm

requires a risk premium for holding permits.

Proposition 2. The risk premium increases with the permit price variability V ar [p2],

and the hedging demand of the clean firm Cov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
. It is decreasing in the absolute

value of the (generally negative) hedging demand of the dirty firm
∣∣∣Cov [πplantd,2 , p2

]∣∣∣. The

sign of the risk premium is positive if
∣∣∣Cov [πplantd,2 , p2

]∣∣∣ < V ar [p2] bd,1 and vice versa.

Note that in the absence of capacity constraints a positive risk premium always leads

to a lower price and higher emissions at date 1, and a higher (expected) price and lower

emissions at date 2. By rewriting (2.21) to p1 = E[p2]
(1+r+q1) , it becomes obvious that the

risk premium has the same effect as the risk-free rate and thus a positive risk premium

increases the applied discount rate and leads to a steeper price path and vice versa.

Next we are interested in the effect of a cap-neutral date 1 permit reallocation in the

sense of equation (2.6) on the permit price. By issuing more permits at date 1, rather

than date 2, the regulator increases the permit bank at the end of date 1 and vice versa.

By using the first order conditions we get the following relation between the permit prices,

p1 =
E

[
U
′
i,2p2

]
(1+r)U ′i,1

. Taking the partial derivative with respect to the bank gives

∂p1

∂bi,1
=
E
[
U
′′
i,2p

2
2

]
U
′
i,1 + E

[
U
′
i,2p2

]
U
′′
i,1p1

U
′2
i,1

< 0 (2.23)

because U ′i,1 > 0 and U ′′i,2 < 0 due to the concavity of the utility function. Hence, if
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the bank volume increases, p1 decreases. This is because firms require a larger return for

holding more permits (higher risk premium, see (2.22)) which is achieved with a lower

price at date 1. Intuitively, a lower permit price at date 1 leads to more emissions at

date 1. If the total (expected) amount of permits is given, this implies that the expected

emissions at date 2 must decrease and in turn the expected date 2 permit price must rise.

We summarize this in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. A temporal reallocation of permits by the regulator to date 1 in the

sense of equation (2.6) such that the bank B1 increases leads to a lower permit price

and higher emissions at date 1 and a higher expected permit price and lower expected

emissions at date 2 and vice versa.

Hence the regulator has real production effects by deciding about the temporal sched-

ule of permit issuance even if the borrowing constraint is not affected. The earlier the

issuance of permits, the more risk of the permit budget is privatized. At a low level of

available permits, dirty firms are willing to pay for holding a bank (negative risk premium)

in order to reduce their risk exposure and if many permits are available they require a

positive risk premium for holding permits. These hedging or risk costs are incorporated

into the permit price, such that they emit less if less than desired permits for hedging are

available and emit more if many permits are available.

These results hinge on the risk tolerance of the market as a higher tolerance decreases

the risk premium (Colla et al. 2012). The risk tolerance can be increased by futures

markets and speculators that trade permits or derivatives as we show in Appendix A.4.

Yet, as we argue in the introduction it is implausible that speculators hold open posi-

tions in a risky asset as permits without compensation, especially if the risk is largely

politically driven. Hence futures markets and speculators may reduce but not eliminate

risk premiums.

Capacity Effects. In this section we look at the effect of capacities which we have ignored

so far. Optimal capacity investments can be decomposed into three parts:
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ki = 1
ci

(
E [ζi,2]E

[
µRNi,2

]
+ Cov

[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
+ 1
U
′
i,1
Cov

[
U
′

i,2, µ
RN
i,2

])
(2.24)

where µRNi,2 is the marginal capacity value in the risk neutral case (i.e. µi,2 if E
[
U
′
i,2

]
=

1, see equation (2.16)). The first two terms on the right hand side in (2.24) reflect

optimal capacities when firms are risk neutral. Specifically, the effect of uncertainty

in the risk neutral case compared to the deterministic case is given by Cov
[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
.

Since Cov
[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
is strictly positive, uncertainty has a positive impact on capacity

investments, ceteris paribus. The intuition for this is that µRNi,2 reflects the scarcity of

capacity. As such µRNi,2 is bounded at zero but has no upper bound. Hence capacity

constraints imply an asymmetric impact of symmetric shocks if the shocks are large

enough leading to higher expected profits reflected by a higher capacity value. All else

the same, this leads to more investments in capacity.

The third term represents the effect of risk aversion. If firms do not bank permits

Cov
[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
≤ 0 holds and thus risk aversion has a negative impact on investments,

ceteris paribus. This is intuitive since capacity investments are risky and firms are risk

averse. We summarize these results as follows.

Proposition 4. When confronted with uncertainty about the permit price a risk

neutral firms invest more in capacity compared to the deterministic case, ceteris paribus.

Risk aversion has a negative impact on capacities if firms do not bank permits, ceteris

paribus.

In the next step, we combine the effects of hedging and capacity investments. It can

be shown that the effect of banking permits on Cov
[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
is positive for the dirty

and negative for the clean firm and therefore capacity investments by the former increase

and by the latter decrease, ceteris paribus. Intuitively, banking hedges dirty plant profits,

but increases risk for clean firms and investment incentives change accordingly which we

summarize as follows.
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Proposition 5. Banking has a positive effect on dirty capacities and a negative effect

on clean capacities, ceteris paribus.

Based on this, we can discuss the long-run (capacity) effects of a cap-neutral temporal

reallocation of permits by the regulator in the sense of equation (2.6). Proposition 3 shows

that if more permits are issued at date 2 rather than date 1, the short-term price (date 1)

is higher and the expected long-term price is lower. Intuitively, a lower expected long-term

price implies more investments in dirty capacities and less in clean capacities. However,

due to proposition 5, we have an additional effect: since a reallocation of permits to

date 2 decreases the bank volume of the firms, and this effect in isolation decreases dirty

and increases clean capacities, the combined effect on dirty and clean capacities may be

positive or negative, depending on the respective effects strengths.

3. Numerical Application to the EU ETS

In this section we apply the model of the previous sections to the EU ETS. In partic-

ular we focus on the effects of the Market Stability Reserve (MSR) which shifts permits

into the future and cancels permits if too many permits are in the MSR. The MSR was

introduced to increase (short-term) permit prices, decrease price variability and spur

cleaner investments. Before we assess the impact of the MSR regarding these targets, we

explain the model implementation and important assumptions in the following section.

3.1. Model Implementation

We solve the firms’ problems given by equations (2.11) and (2.12) for i = c, d a

representative gas and coal firm. We focus on the time period between 2018 and 2057

(last time permits are issued) but solve the model until 2102 to reduce side effects due

to our terminal horizon approach. The model explicitly considers only every fifth year

such that we have T = 17 model periods, while we write t = 2020, 2025, ..., 2100 for every

fifth period and y = 2018, 2019, ...2102 for annual periods. We believe modeling five year

steps is only a mild limitation since we focus on mid- to long-term regulatory risks, while

we are still able to solve a long time horizon with uncertainty and risk aversion.
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At the beginning of the first year the regulator announces to issue Ŝy permits each

year (for Ŝt we take the average of the corresponding five years). Specifically, Ŝy is in line

with the (announced) permits to be auctioned in the EU ETS between 2018 and 2057,

with a linear reduction factor of 1.74% until 2020 and 2.2% thereafter, which implies the

last time permits are issued is in 2057. Note that we only consider the power sector for

which permits are auctioned6. According to European Parliament and Council (2018)

the auction share of all issued permits shall be 57% which we assume to be constant over

the whole time horizon.

Regulatory uncertainty is reflected by an adjustment of the permit auction schedule

every five years. While the amount of auctioned permits are known with certainty in the

first period S2020, it is uncertain thereafter, St = Ŝt + θt where θt is the following shock

process,

θt = θt−1 + εt ∀ 2045 ≥ t ≥ 2025 (3.1)

with εt ∈ {−0.35Ŝt, 0.35Ŝt} which is either a positive or negative shock, while both

having equal probability. The process implies that realized shocks fully persist (the

autoregressive parameter is unity) and the magnitude of new shocks declines as they are

a proportion (35%) of the initially announced permits (Ŝt). We assume that the last

shock emerges in period t = 2045 (2043-2047). While the choice of 35% is somewhat

arbitrary, it leads to permit price range of about 18 EUR/t in 2025 and 42 EUR/t in

2030 which, we think, can be justified given the high uncertainty surrounding the EU

ETS.
7

6Other sectors as the energy-intensive industry receive permits for free mainly based on grandfather-
ing. The assessment of the hedging demand in these sector is difficult because firms operate in different
markets and produce heterogenous goods. For simplictly, we exclude these sectors by assuming that the
grandfarthered permits perfectly meet their permit demand which is so far roughly in line with reality
(EEA 2018).

7In order to avoid a negative auction supply, we set potential negative auction values due to the
shocks to zero. This implies that the in the first period overall cap of 24.3 Gt is higher than the initially
announced cap of 22.1 Gt. Yet, this is in line with the often reported low credibility of the EU ETS since
it can be interpreted as higher expected permit supply by firms than the announced by the regulator.
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Moreover, the actual auctioned permits may further be adjusted by the MSR which we

implement according to European Parliament and Council (2015; 2018). If the aggregate

firm bank in the previous year By−1 is larger than 0.833 Gt, a share γy of that bank

is deducted from the auctioned permits in year y (if there are enough permits to be

auctioned). The share is γy = 0.24 until y = 2023 and γy = 0.12 thereafter. Permits

that are not auctioned due to this mechanism are denoted by M in
y and go into the MSR

bank denoted byMy. If the banked permits in the previous year are lower than 0.4 Gt an

amountM out
y is released from the MSR bank and added to the auctioned permits. This

amount is equal to 0.1 Gt (if there are enough permits in the MSR). If the bank in the

previous year lies within the hedging corridor, 0.4 < By−1 < 0.833, the permit supply is

not adjusted. The actual issued permits after the impact of the MSR SMy therefore reads

SMy =



Sy −min (γyBy−1;Sy) if By−1 > 0.833Gt

Sy + min (0.1;My−1) if By−1 < 0.400Gt

Sy otherwise,

(3.2)

and the MSR bank is given by

My = My−1 +M in
y −M out

y −max
(
My − SMy−1; 0

)
(3.3)

The last term in (3.3) reflects the cancellation of permits which was introduced by the

latest MSR reform. From 2023 onward, if there are more permits in the MSR than were

auctioned in the previous year, these permits are invalidated, implying that the overall

cap of the ETS is tightened. The MSR starts to operate in 2019 and is in the first year

approximately filled with M2019 = 1.525 Gt permits.8. In order to avoid a positive MSR

bank in the terminal model period, we assume that from 2058 onward the outtake of the

MSR increases to 1 Gt.9

8Initially 0.9 Gt backloaded permits between 2014 and 2016 plus other unallocated permits which are
estimated to be between 0.55 to 0.7 Gt (European Commission 2015) are placed in the MSR.

9Since the MSR rules are likely to be adjusted anyway and we focus on the time until 2055 we think
this a mild assumption. Note that if cancelation is active, the MSR bank is zero at that time anyway
because no further permits are auctioned after 2057 implying all permits in the MSR are cancelled.
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The dirty and relative clean firms are assumed to generate electricity either with

coal or gas, respectively. Based on European Commission (2019) we set the initial bank

volume to B2018 = 1.655 Gt while we assume that initially all permits are held by the

dirty coal firm which is consistent with our model results because in early years the gas

firm is clean and thus does not bank (cp. proposition 1). The risk-free rate is assumed to

be r = 3%. For more details on assumed parameters we refer to Appendix B. To solve

the model with the MSR we first run the model with the pre-MSR auction schedule St.10

The resulting bank volumes Bt are then used to compute the MSR adjustments according

to (3.2) and (3.3). The model is solved again with the adjusted permit issuance SMt . This

procedure is iterated until it converges (similar to e.g. Beck and Kruse-Andersen 2018).

3.2. Results

In order to disentangle the effects of permit shifting over time and cancellation both

due to the MSR, we run run a scenario without MSR, with MSR but without cancellation

and a scenario with MSR and cancellation. We further differentiate between scenarios

with risk aversion (RA) and risk neutrality (RN). Hence we have six scenarios in total

denoted by RN, RA (both without MSR), RN MSR, RA MSR (MSR without cancella-

tion), RN MSR + cancel and RA MSR + cancel (MSR with cancellation). In scenarios

without MSR the initial MSR bank is added to the initial bank level of the coal firm.

First we focus on price effects due to the hedging demand in general and permit shifting

(MSR without cancellation), and thereafter on the cancellation effects. Finally, we ana-

lyze capacity and variability effects of the MSR. Since we are interested in the mid-term

effects and for clarity we show results until 2055, for the full time horizon see Appendix

C.

3.2.1. MSR without cancellation

First we concentrate on scenarios without MSR cancellation. Figure 3.1 (a) shows

both scenarios with risk aversion (RA, RA MSR) have a similar price pattern compared

10The model is implemented with the software GAMS as Extended Mathematical Programming (EMP)
model with the solver JAMS. The code is available...
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to their risk neutral counterparts (RN, RN MSR). Initially prices are higher with risk

aversion, then decline or do not rise and therefore are lower compared to risk neutrality

from 2030 to 2035 onward. Deviations are driven by the firms’ hedging demand, as

reflected by risk premiums, shown in Figure 3.1 (b). In early years, risk premiums are

highly negative and thus permit prices rise at a rate below the risk neutral (risk-free)

rate. Risk premiums are as low as -7.4% because in early periods the electricity market is

relatively emission intensive implying a high coal production level and thus high hedging

demand of the coal firm. The available permits for banking do not suffice to cover the

high hedging demand of the coal firm. As a result, the firm accepts a reduced return for

holding permits reflected by the negative risk premiums.

Over time, the hedging demand declines along the falling emission intensity of the

market and, additionally, the bank volume rises (see Figure 3.2 (a)). Consequently, the

(absolute) risk premiums decline, however, they never turn positive. The negative risk

premiums indicate that the permit issuance schedule is in all cases too flat, meaning that

in early years not enough permits are issued to cover the hedging demand. With a steeper

permit issuance (for a given cap) risk premiums could also be positive.

Figure 3.1 (a) further shows the positive impact of the MSR on near-term prices, but

negative effects on long-term prices if cancellation is not active (green vs. black lines).

For risk neutrality this can be explained by an earlier binding borrowing constraint for

permits (see Perino and Willner 2016). With risk aversion the effect of the MSR is

significantly amplified: instead of a price increase of only 0.70 EUR/t in 2020 (RN MSR

vs. RN), the price increases by 5.70 EUR/t (RA MSR vs. RA) if the hedging demand of

firms is considered. The larger price increase in the near-term is outweighed by a larger

price decline or lower growth rate thereafter such that the price level in RA MSR is in

2040 approximately as high as in 2020 and as high as in case without MSR.

The reason for the strong effects of the MSR even without cancellation is the reduced

firm bank level as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). Instead of firms holding permits, a large

amount of permits is transferred into the MSR bank (see Figure 3.2 (b)) where they

cannot cover the firms hedging demand. This implies higher (negative) risk premiums,
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leading to higher short-term and lower long-term prices as explained above.

Figure 3.1: Expected permit price and risk premium

(a) price (b) annual risk premium
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note: the lower growth rate or price deline after 2045 is due to binding borrowing constraints.

Figure 3.2: Expected firm and MSR bank

(a) aggregate firm bank (b) MSR bank
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note: at the beginning of the first period firm banks in RA and RN, as well as in the four MSR scenarios are the same,
respectively. The figure shows bank levels at the end of each period and thus the lines in the figure do not start from the
same point. The same holds for the MSR bank. In line with proposition 1 the gas firm does not bank in RA scenarios
before 2025 or 2030, depending on the scenario.

3.2.2. MSR with cancellation

If cancellation is active, a similar price pattern as without cancellation can be observed

but on a higher level (see Figure 3.1 (a)). However, cancellation mitigates the price drop

after 2020 and thus the price level of 2020 is already reached in 2035 instead of 2040

as without cancellation. This can be traced back to the higher price level induced by
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cancellations: higher prices imply less coal production and thus a lower hedging demand.

Moreover, less coal production also implies a higher firm bank level (see Figure 3.2 (a)) and

thus the mismatch between hedging demand and permit availability is lower compared to

RA MSR. In turn, absolute risk premiums are lower as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). Overall,

the price starts at a higher level and declines less and therefore prices are strictly higher

than without MSR.

Cancellation amounts to 7.60 Gt and 8.59 Gt in case of RN MSR + cancel and RA

MSR + cancel, respectively. Hence if the hedging demand is considered, cancellation is about

1 Gt higher. This can be explained by the higher value of permits in early years in case of

risk aversion due to firms’ hedging demand. Specifically, due the hedging value the price in

2020 is significantly higher (red lines in Figure 3.1 (a)) leading to less emissions and a higher

private bank (red lines Figure 3.2 (a)). In turn, the influx into the MSR is higher and thus

more permits are canceled. The lower prices after 2030 cannot outweigh this effect since

cancellation mainly takes place before 2030.

Compared to the results from the literature, in which cancellations range from 1.7 Gt

to 10 Gt, our results are at the higher end.11

While differences can be explained by several model assumptions (e.g. baseline emis-

sion, see discussions in Bocklet et al. (2019) and Silbye and Sørensen (2018)), a particular

important one is the choice of the discount rate. For example, discount rates of 10% and

8% in Perino and Willner (2017a) and Bocklet et al. (2019), respectively, are one reason

why cancellations are relatively low. Since higher discount rates imply that firms put

less weight on the future, they use more permits initially. Consequently, prices and firm

bank levels are lower in early years, and thus less permits flow into MSR and accordingly

cancellations are lower as well. In our model the discount rate reflects the risk-free rate

for an alternative asset which we explicitly model. Due to low interest rates in Europe,

we feel a low rate of 3% is adequate. Moreover, the premium (implicitly) put on top of

11Results from the literature (considering only reference or baseline scenarios) in ascending order are
1.7 Gt (Perino and Willner 2017a), 1.9Gt (Bruninx et al. 2018), 2 Gt (Bocklet et al. 2019), 2.9 Gt (Carlén
et al. 2019), 4.5 Gt (Rosendahl 2019), 5 Gt (Silbye and Sørensen 2018), 6 Gt (Beck and Kruse-Andersen
2018) and 5 Gt or 10 Gt (if MSR impacts are anticipated and depending on the type of myopia) in
Quemin and Trotignon (2019).
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the risk-free rate in other papers, is to a certain degree endogenous in our approach since

we explicitly account for risk and risk aversion. This, however, even leads to a lower

applied discount rate because of the negative risk premiums.

We also run a scenario with 5% interest rate in which cancellations are with 6.23 Gt

(RN MSR + cancel) and 6.81 Gt (RA MSR + cancel) significantly lower. Furthermore, if

futures contracts are added as described in Appendix A.4 the risk premium is smaller

because the risk-taking capacity of the market increases. Cancellations are with 8.27 Gt

in RA MSR + cancel somewhat lower compared to 8.59 Gt without futures market (in

case of risk neutrality futures markets have no effect), because the effect of risk aversion

becomes weaker. However, both modifications do not change the nature of our results

since the price pattern is similar (see Appendix C).

3.2.3. Capacity and price variability effects

Figure 3.3: Expected permit price (excl. capacity) and permit price variability

(a) price excl. capacity (b) price variability with and without capacity
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note: the price variability is measured as relative standard deviation from the perspective of the first period.

In order to highlight the effect of capacity constraints, we run an additional scenario

without capacity constraints. As Figure 3.3 (a) shows the effect of the hedging demand on

the price paths are weaker without capacity constraints (compared to results in Figure

3.1 (a)). This can be traced back to the price variability increasing effect of capacity

constraints (lemma 3) as shown in Figure 3.3 (b) because higher risks increase the hedging

demand.
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In this regard, a target of the MSR is to lower the price variability. While findings in

the literature are mixed as Fell (2016) and Quemin and Trotignon (2019) find lower and

Kollenberg and Taschini (2019), Perino and Willner (2016) and Richstein et al. (2015) a

higher variability due to the MSR, our findings suggest that the MSR is more likely to

reduce price variability if capacity constraints are considered, see Figure 3.3 (b).

Another aim of the MSR is to spur low carbon investments. While we do not explicitly

consider low carbon investments, we can analyze the effect on the capacity paths of coal

and gas, as shown in Figure 3.4. They reflect how investments in high carbon (coal) and

relatively low carbon (gas) are affected by the MSR. First observe that there are no new

investments in gas capacity before 2035 and therefore, overall effects on gas capacities are

weak. For coal the MSR effects are much stronger. Intuitively, if cancellation is active,

there is significantly less coal capacity because of the higher permit price. If cancellation

is not active, the MSR has a significant effect in case of risk aversion (RA MSR): due to

the higher permit price until about 2040 and the worse hedging opportunities (see section

2.2.2), there are less coal capacities compared to RA. From 2045 onward, however, there

is more coal capacity because the MSR leads to lower prices in the long-term. In case

of risk neutrality the effects are similar but much weaker, because the MSR has only a

small effect on prices.

Figure 3.4: Expected capacity

(a) coal capacity (b) gas capacity
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4. Conclusion

We analyze the impact of firm level hedging on the permit price path of a cap-and-

trade program in an intertemporal stochastic equilibrium model. Hedging demand arises

from uncertain profits due to regulatory risk regarding the future permit supply and has

different implications for relative clean (gas) and dirty (coal) firms. Hedging by dirty firms

via permit banking has a negative effect on the risk premium of the permit price – the

sign is opposite for the clean firm’s hedging via borrowing. If, as usual, permit borrowing

is not allowed, the dirty firm’s hedging demand becomes decisive for the permit price

path: When the hedging demand exceeds the available permits, the resulting permit

price is higher than in the risk neutral case but rises at a lower rate. When the dirty

firm’s hedging demand falls short of the permit supply, the opposite holds. Since the

hedging demand of dirty firms is typically high in early years (implying price growth at

low rate) of a cap-and-trade program and low in latter years (implying high growth rate),

the expected growth rate of the permit price likely has a hockey stick or even U-shape.

We apply the model numerically to the European Union’s Emission Trading System

(EU ETS) and in particular to the recently introduced Market Stability Reserve (MSR).

The core components of the MSR are a shift of permits to the future and cancellation of

permits if the aggregate permit bank exceeds certain thresholds. In our stylized model,

the hedging demand of the dirty coal firm always exceeds the available permits and

thus risk premiums are always negative. The MSR rises the (negative) risk premiums

further because of the permit transfer to the future and the associated reduction of

available permits for banking in the near-term. The results offer an explanation for

the recent permit price hike in the EU ETS following the EU ETS reform12 since higher

(negative) risk premiums lead to higher short-term prices. While higher short-term prices

are intended by policy makers, we show that the price level might not be sustainable.

Specifically, the negative risk premiums may even lead to a price decline in the mid-term.

This also questions whether the MSR is an appropriate instrument to incentivize cleaner

12The permit price in the EU ETS has risen since mid 2017, reaching about 25 EUR/t in mid 2019.
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investments. We find that a pure shifting of permits to the future (without cancellation

of permits) increase coal capacities in the long-term.

Besides the higher hedging value of permits due to the MSR another important reason

for the recent price increase is certainly the cancellation of permits from 2023 onward.

Here we find that cancellations may be higher than previous analyses suggest: due to the

hedging demand, firms apply a lower discount rate for banking permits. This implies that

they want to build up a larger bank, which, in turn, increases the MSR cancellations. We

also stress the role of capacity constraints which prevail in electricity market. Specifically,

we show that they increase the permit price variability and thereby amplify the effects of

risk aversion.

Shifting permits as a policy instrument, as with the MSR, is further complicated by

informational challenges. Determining the specific volumes, timing, and threshold levels

of the MSR becomes a difficult task since permits need to be allocated in accordance to

parameters which are partly unknown to the regulator. The hedging demand in general

is private information and additionally depends on several factors (e.g. the availability

of other hedging opportunities, also in related markets), making its estimation difficult.

Moreover, our simulation suggest that the hedging corridor for permit banking is set too

low because firms want to hold more permits for hedging purpose. However, increasing the

hedging corridor implies a general weaker impact of the MSR, which questions whether

it can be designed to reach its targets. While our numerical simulation is based on a

simplistic model ignoring several factors (e.g. freely allocated permits, alternative hedging

opportunities), future research could refine the estimation of the hedging demand and

optimal issuance of permits. This is especially important to provide a basis for the

upcoming review of the MSR in the early 2020s.

Overall, the MSR is a rather complex mechanism and works indirect via the bank

volume and thus is at most a second best solution. If the aim of the ETS reform is to

increase the permit price level, reduce its variability and incentivize more clean invest-

ments, it seems advisable to approach these issues more directly by tackling the flawed

price. In this regard, price collars are promising since they can directly help to reach
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these targets and are in addition less complex than the MSR.
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Appendix A. Derivations

Appendix A.1. First Order Conditions

Date 2. The first order conditions of the firms’ problem at date 2 are:

U
′

i,2

(
ki,2w2 − βiζi,2k2

i,2

)
− ρi,2φiki,2 − µi,2 = 0 (ζi,2) (A.1)

U
′

i,2p2 − ρi,2 = 0 (yi,2) (A.2)

Date 1. The first order conditions of the firm’s problem at date 1 are:

U
′

i,1

(
ki,1w1 − βiζi,1k2

i,1

)
− ρi,1φiki,1 − µi,1 = 0 (ζi,1) (A.3)

U
′

i,1p1 − ρi,1 = 0 (yi,1) (A.4)

E
[
U
′
i,2p2

]
1 + r

− ρi,1 + ϕi,1 = 0 (bi,1) (A.5)

E
[
U
′

i,2

(
ζi,2w2 − βiζ2

i,2ki − p2φiζi,2 − ci
)]

= 0 (ki,2) (A.6)

U
′

i,1 − E
[
U
′

i,2

]
= 0 (li,1) (A.7)
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Appendix A.2. Date 2 Equilibrium

Lemma 1. Inserting the goods market price (2.17) in the utilization rate (2.14), if the

capacity constraints do not bind, µc,2 = µd,2 = 0, yields

ζi,2 = Aβcβd + p2 (βdφc + βcφd)
(βd + βc + βcβda) βiki

− p2φi
βiki

(A.8)

Considering the case for i = c, and taking the derivative with respect to the permit

price yields:

dζc,2
dp2

= φd − φc (1 + βda)
(βd + βc + βcβda) kc

> 0 (A.9)

if φd − φc (1 + βda) > 0. Similar, for the dirty firm we get

dζc,2
dp2

= φc − φd (1 + βca)
(βd + βc + βcβda) kd

< 0 (A.10)

since by definition φd > φc.

Lemma 2. Using the utilization rate (2.14) and the goods price (2.17), the plant profit

can be written as

πplanti,2 = (Aβcβd + p2 (βdφc + βcφd))2

2βi (βd + βc + βcβda)2 − (Aβcβd + p2 (βdφc + βcφd)) p2φi
βi (βd + βc + βcβda) + p2

2φ
2
i

2βi
. (A.11)

for which have assumed that the capacity constraints do not bind. For the clean firm

it can be shown that the profit increases with the ETS price, dπ
plant
c,2
dp2

> 0, if

Aβd + p2 (φd − φc (1 + βda)) > 0 (A.12)

which is always the case if φd − φc (1 + βda) > 0 holds. From dπplantc,2
dp2

> 0 directly

follows that Cov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
> 0. For the dirty firm the profit decreases with the ETS

price, dπ
plant
d,2
dp2

< 0, if
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Aβc + p2 (φc − φd (1 + βca)) > 0 (A.13)

holds. If the price is

p2 = Aβc
(φd (1 + βca)− φc)

, (A.14)

profits are not affected, i.e. Aβc + p2 (φc − φd (1 + βca)) = 0. If the price is larger

than in (A.14), the dirty firm does not produce and thus profits are not affected as well.

This can be seen by inserting (A.14) in the utilization rate (A.8) which yields ζd,2 = 0.

The same is true for higher prices because of lemma 1. For lower prices than in (A.14),

condition (A.13) is fulfilled and thus dπplant
d,2
dp2

< 0 and Cov
[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
< 0 hold.

Lemma 3. The effect of capacity constraints on the ETS price is given by the second line

in (2.18), which we replicate here for convenience

µc,2
U
′
c,2kc,2

(φd − φc (1 + βda)) + µd,2
U
′
d,2kd,2

(φc − φd (1 + βca))

(φc − φd)2 + a (βcφ2
d + βdφ2

c)
. (A.15)

The first line in (2.18) is the same as without capacities. There are four cases:

Case 1: Before the shock on S2 is realized the capacity constraint of the clean firm

binds, µc,2 > 0, and the capacity constraint of the dirty firm does not bind, µd,2 = 0. A

negative shock implies that µd,2 = 0 still holds after the shock because of lemma 1. For

the effect on the constraint of the clean firm, we make use of (2.18) and (2.17) in (2.16)

such that we get

µc,2
U
′
c,2kc,2

=
Aφd (φd − φc)− kc,2

(
(φd − φc)2 + a (βdφ2

c + βcφ
2
d)
)

φ2
da

+(bc,1 + bd,1 + S2) (φc (1 + βda)− φd)
φ2
da

.

The effect of a change in the permit supply is given by
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d
(

µc,2
U
′
c,2kc,2

)
dS2

= φc (1 + βda)− φd
φ2
da

< 0 (A.16)

because φd − φc (1 + βda) > 0 and thus capacity constraints lead to a larger price in-

crease due to a negative shock on S2 compared to the model without capacity constraints.

Case 2: Before the shock is realized it holds µc,2 = 0 and µd,2 > 0. A negative shock

implies that µc,2 rises or may still be zero, µc,2 ≥ 0, and that the dirty capacity constraint

does not bind anymore, µd,2 = 0 (lemma 1). To see that a declining µd,2 and a rising µc,2

leads to a stronger ETS price increase in (2.18) consider that φc − φd (1 + βca) < 0 and

φd − φc (1 + βda) > 0 hold.

Case 3: Before the shock is realized it holds µc,2 > 0 and µd,2 > 0. As in case 2 the

dirty constraint cannot bind anymore after a negative shock has emerged, which again

has a positive effect on the price. As in case 1, µc,2 rises which also has a positive effect

on the price.

Case 4: Before the shock is realized it holds µc,2 = µd,2 = 0. As in case 1 a negative

shock implies that µd,2 = 0 still holds and µc,2 ≥ 0. Hence if µc,2 > 0 after the shock,

capacity constraints have a positive effect on the price and no effect if µc,2 = 0.

In sum, a negative shock on S2 leads to a stronger or the same price effect than in the

case without capacity constraints. A positive shock on S2 has opposite effects and thus

leads to a stronger or equal price decline. Therefore, the price variability is amplified due

to capacity constraints.

Appendix A.3. Date 1 Equilibrium

Appendix A.3.1. Banking and Hedging

Combining first order conditions (A.7), (A.4) and (A.5) yields

E [p2]− p1

p1
= r + (1 + r)ϕi,1

p1E
[
U
′
i,2

] − Cov
[
U
′
i,2, p2

]
E
[
U
′
i,2

]
p1

. (A.17)

Assuming quadratic utility, Ut (πit) = πit − π2
it, we can write the covariance as

Cov
[
U
′
i,2, p2

]
= −2

(
Cov

[
πplanti,2 , p2

]
+ V ar [p2] bi,1

)
. Inserting the covariance in (A.17)

and rearranging yields:
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bi,1 = E [p2]− p1 (1 + r)
λiV ar [p2] −

Cov
[
πplanti,2 , p2

]
V ar [p2] − (1 + r)ϕi,1

U
′
i,1V ar [p2] (A.18)

Assuming a zero risk premium E [p2]− p1 (1 + r) = 0, the pure banking or borrowing

demand is only due to the second term. Because of lemma 2 we have Cov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
> 0

and Cov
[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
< 0. Obviously, if firms bank, the borrowing constraint does not bind

and thus ϕi,1 = 0. It follows that dirty firms want to bank bi,1 > 0 and clean firms want

to borrow bi,1 < 0 permits for hedging reasons. However, clean firms cannot borrow by

assumption. Instead, clean firms bank permits only if the expected profit is at least as

high as the costs of risks of this action, E [p2]− p1 (1 + r) > λiCov
[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
.

Appendix A.3.2. Price Effects

Consider that the permit demand can be written as

yi,1 = φiAβcβd
(βd + βc + βcβda) βi

+ p1

(
(βdφc + βcφd)φi

(βd + βc + βcβda) βi
− φ2

i

βi
− (1 + r)
λiV ar [p2]

)
(A.19)

+ E [p2]
λiV ar [p2] −

Cov
[
πplanti,2 , p2

]
V ar [p2]

for which we have used (2.20) and (A.8) (but for date 1) in (2.19) and we assumed

non-binding capacity constraints. Inserting this permit demand for the clean and dirty

firm in the permit equilibrium condition (2.4) yields after same algebra the permit price,

p1 = E [p2]
(1 + r) −

Λ
(1 + r)

(
Cov

[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
+ Cov

[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
+ V ar [p2]B1

)
(A.20)

The whole term in brackets is the absolute risk premium and divided by p1 the relative

risk premium as shown in (2.22).

Appendix A.3.3. Capacity Effects

The first order condition for ki,2 can be reformulated as
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E [ζi,2] (E [w2]− E [ζi,2] βiki − E [ζi,2]φi)− ci

+Cov [ζi,2, w2 − ζi,2βiki − p2φi] (A.21)

+ 1
U
′
i,1
Cov

[
U
′

i,2, ζi,2w2 − ζ2
i,2βiki − p2ζi,2φi

]
= 0

for which we have used covariance properties and the first order condition for the risk-

free asset (A.7). By further noting that the marginal capacity value in the risk neutral

case is µRNi,2 = ki,2w2 − xi,2ki,2βi − p2ki,2φi (see equation (2.16) and consider that in case

of risk neutrality U ′i,2 = 1.), we can rewrite this further and finally get (2.24).

Effect of Uncertainty in Risk Neutral Case. Risk neutrality implies U ′i,2 = 1 and thus

Cov
[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
= 0. Therefore, only the first two terms in (2.24) matter in the risk

neutral case. Moreover, in the deterministic case Cov
[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
= 0 holds and invest-

ments are only determined by the first term in (2.24) (ignoring the expectation oper-

ator). Hence given risk neutrality the effect of uncertainty compared to the determin-

istic case is given by the second term, Cov
[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
. We can rewrite this term as

Cov
[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
= E

[
µRNi,2

]
(1− E [ζi,2]) for which we have used E

[
µRNi,2

]
= E

[
ζi,2µ

RN
i,2

]
because µRNi,2 is only positive if ζi,2 = 1 and zero otherwise. Since 0 < E [ζi,2] < 1 and

E
[
µRNi,2

]
> 0 it holds Cov

[
ζi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
> 0.

Effect of Risk Aversion without Banking. Next, we consider the effect of risk aversion

given by the third term in (2.24). Since 1
U
′
i,1
> 0, the sign of the effect of risk aversion

depends on Cov
[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
. Assuming that the permit bank is zero, marginal utility U ′i,2

depends only on the plant profit πplanti,2 and the risk-free asset returns. The latter do

not affect the covariance since they are certain. Due to the concavity of Ui,2, it follows
dUi,2

dπplanti,2
< 0 and thus the sign of Cov

[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
is inversely related to Cov

[
πplanti,2 , µRNi,2

]
which is positive,
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Cov
[
πplanti,2 , µRNi,2

]
= Cov

[
ζi,2

(
w2 −

βi
2 xi,2 − p2φi

)
, ζi,2 (w2 − βixi,2 − p2φi)

]
k2
i,2 ≥ 0

(A.22)

since firms only increase their utilization rate if this covers at least their marginal cost

(A.1). Therefore also Cov
[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
≤ 0 holds.

Effect of Risk Aversion with Banking. We consider again Cov
[
πi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
which becomes

with banking,

Cov
[
πi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
= Cov

[
πplanti,2 , µRNi,2

]
+ Cov

[
p2bi,1, µ

RN
i,2

]
. (A.23)

Compared to case without banking, there is an additional effect Cov
[
p2bi,1, µ

RN
i,2

]
.

Firms invest, ceteris paribus, more if Cov
[
p2bi,1, µ

RN
i,2

]
< 0 and less if Cov

[
p2bi,1, µ

RN
i,2

]
> 0

because a lower Cov
[
πi,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
implies a higher Cov

[
U
′
i,2, µ

RN
i,2

]
due to the concavity of

the utility function. Due to lemma 1, dirty firms always produce less if there is a positive

permit price shock and therefore Cov
[
p2bi,1, µ

RN
i,2

]
< 0. For clean firms the opposite

holds.

If capacity constraints are strictly binding such that firms cannot produce more in case

of positive (clean firm) or negative (dirty firm) price shocks or stick to the fully capacity

utilization in the opposite case we get Cov
[
p2bi,1, µ

RN
i,2

]
= (Cov [p2, w2]− V ar [p2]φi) bi,1ki,2.

Hence if permit price shocks are disproportionately transferred to the goods market price

(Cov [p2, w2] − V ar [p2] < 0), firms want to invest even more given that they are dirty

enough (large φi). Very clean firms, in contrast, with φi ≈ 0, always want to invest less

in plant capacity if they bank.

Appendix A.4. Extension with Futures Market

In addition to the dirty and clean firms there are also speculators active in the futures

market who only trade the risk-free assets and permit futures. In the futures market,

firms (generators and speculators) trade fit units at date t, where fit > 0 means firms buy

and fit < 0 means they sell futures. We only consider futures contracts with an expiry
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in the next period for which the underlying is next period’s permit price, pt+1. Hence

the expected profit of trading permit futures is Et
[
πfit+1

]
=
(
E [pt+1]− pft

)
fit, where pft

is the price of one contract at date 1.

The generating firms’ problem is the same as before but futures expenditures, −fi,1pf1 ,

and expected payoffs, fi,1E [p2], are added to πi,1 and πi,2, respectively. While the date 2

problem of generating firms remains unchanged, firms additionally maximize utility via

fi,1 at date 1 and thus we have in addition to the previous first order conditions (see

Appendix A.1),

U
′

i,1p
f
1 −

E
[
U
′
i,2p2

]
1 + r

= 0 (fi,1) . (A.24)

Assuming quadratic utility, the futures demand of generating firms is

fi,1 = E [p2]− pf1 (1 + r)
λiV ar [p2] −

Cov
[
πplanti,2 , p2

]
V ar [p2] − bi,1. (A.25)

Since the payoff of the futures contract and banking one permit is identical, they are

perfect substitutes in terms of hedging and thus −bi,1 appears in (A.25). The speculator’s,

i = s, problem is maxfs,1,ls,1 Us,1 (πi,1) + 1
(1+r)E [Us,2 (πs,2)] with πs,1 = −p1fs,1 − ls,1 +

(1 + r) ls,0 and πs,2 = p2fs,1 + (1 + r) ls,1. The first order conditions for the speculator are

(A.7) (see Appendix A.1) and (A.24). In case of quadratic utility its futures trades are

fs,1 = E [p2]− pf1 (1 + r)
λsV ar [p2] . (A.26)

The futures market extension introduces two differences to our model. First, the clean

firm can also reduce its risk exposure by taking short positions, fit < 0, in the futures

market. Second, the speculator increases the risk tolerance of the market. By making

use of (A.25) and (A.26) in the equilibrium condition of the futures market, ∑I
i fi = 0,

it can be shown that the equilibrium futures price is:
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pf1 = E [p2]
(1 + r) −

Λf

(1 + r)
(
Cov

[
πplantd,2 , p2

]
+ Cov

[
πplantc,2 , p2

]
+ V ar [p2]B1

)
(A.27)

The difference to the permit price without futures market (see equation (A.20) in

Appendix A.3.2) is due to Λf . Essentially, speculators increase the risk tolerance since

Λf =
(
λ−1
d + λ−1

c + λ−1
s

)−1
< Λ =

(
λ−1
d + λ−1

c

)−1
and thus they reduce the risk premium

(cp. Colla et al. 2012).

Appendix B. Parameter assumptions for EU ETS simulation

Cost function parameters are chosen in line with coal and gas power plants for the

representative dirty and clean firm, respectively (for parameters see Table (B.1)). For the

electricity demand function, D (wt) = A−atwt, we assume the intercept to be A = 3, 462

TWh, which is total electricity generation in the EU28, Iceland and Norway (the EU

ETS countries except Lichtenstein) in 2017 according to Eurostat. Deviations from A

due to awt are interpreted as production from other plant types (mostly nuclear and

renewable energy), which we do not model explicitly. Therefore, a higher at means that

other technologies gain a higher market share. This parameter leaves a degree of freedom

to calibrate the model to recent EU ETS outcomes. Specifically, we calibrate the model

such that the outcomes of the first period (2018 - 2022) of the scenario RA MSR + cancel

(the actual EU ETS) are in line with recent EU ETS values. For this purpose we set the

initial value to a2020 = 60 and assume that it raises at a 9% rate every five years. The

increase in at mainly reflects market entry of renewable energies (due to declining costs

or support schemes).

These parameter assumptions lead to an ETS price of 26.9 EUR/t and 0.78 Gt emis-

sions in the first model period of scenario RA MSR + cancel. The price is in line with

actual (futures) prices between 2018 and 2022 (26.15 - 27.44 EUR/t)13. Our emission

level is somewhat lower than the emissions due to combustion in the EU ETS in 2018,

13https://www.barchart.com/futures/quotes/CK*0/futures-prices (05-07-2019)
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which are 1.1 Gt14. However, emissions are likely to fall due to recently rising ETS prices

compared to 15.92 EUR/t on average in 2018. The production shares of gas (16.7%) and

coal (17.8%) in the model are close to actual values in 2017 with 19.2% for gas and 19.1%

for coal (Eurostat), which again are likely to be lower in 2018 - 2022 due to higher ETS

prices and growing renewable energy output.

Table B.1: Firm data

clean dirty

production costs (EUR/GWh):βi 0.050 0.020

capacity costs (EUR/GWh): ci 0.0049 0.0084

emission factor (t/GWh): φi 333 950

initial capacities (TWh): ki,2020 830.2 927.5

capacity depreciation: δ 0.2 0.2
note: emission factors are based on UBA (2014) and divided by conversion efficencies (fuel to electricity) of 60% for gas
and 40% for coal. Capacity costs are based on IEA (2016) but converted to annuities by considering plant lifetimes of 40
years and a 3% discount rate. Capacity costs are further converted from TW to TWh by assuming that plants are used
70% of the time. The production cost parameters βi are roughly in line with gas and coal production costs (excl. emission
costs). Initial capacities are from Eurostat for 2017: values for ’steam’ (coal) and ’Gas turbine’ and ’Combined cycle’ (gas)
are converted from W to Wh by multiplying the respective value with (8760*0.7), i.e. hours per year times the assumed
utilization of 70%.

Regarding risk aversion, we assume in contrast to the analytical part a more common

functional form. Specifically, we assume Uit = π1−η
it −1
1−η with constant relative risk aversion

η. In line with empirical estimates we set relative risk aversion to η = 1.5 (cp. Gandelman

and Hernández-Murillo 2015). We further assume an initial endowment of li,2020 = 40

billion EUR. This value roughly corresponds to the profit made with the plant and permit

trades in the the first period which is between 23 and 38 billion EUR for the coal and 41

and 42 billion EUR for the gas firm, depending on the scenario. That is, we assume the

firms made a comparable profit in the previous (not modeled) period which is at their

disposal in the first model period.

14https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/dashboards/emissions-trading-viewer-1 (05-07-2019)
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Appendix C. Additional simulation results

Figure C.1: Results for the full time horizon
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(c) aggregate firm bank (d) MSR bank
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(e) coal production (f) gas production
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note: the volatile permit price after 2045 in scenario RA MSR is due to the binding borrowing constraint (declining price)
and the assumed higher output parameter for the MSR (rising price), which increases from 0.1 Gt to 1 Gt (see section 3.1).
This also explains the quickly declining MSR bank and fast rising firm bank from 2055 onward.
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Figure C.2: Expected permit price and risk premium with risk-free rate of 5%
(a) price (b) annual risk premium
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Figure C.3: Expected permit price and risk premium with futures contracts
(a) price (b) annual risk premium
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note: speculators and futures contracts as described in Appendix A.4 are added to the standard model (3% interest rate).
For simplicity we assume that speculators have the same initial endowment and level of risk aversion as the generating
firms.
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